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     Milk output at the farm level is steadily decreasing. Milk handlers are getting a bit of a

     respite from higher-than-expected milk output this summer, with a number of factors that

     have presented hurdles, including COVID-19 outbreaks in balancing/bottling plants,

     driver/staffing shortages, and high temperatures just to name some of the regularly reported

     problems over the past two months. COVID remains an issue at plants and with drivers, but

     milk output and increases in bottlers' orders are helping alleviate some of the holdovers of

     the past two months. Cheesemakers say milk is tightening and the marked discounts of the

     summer could remain in the rearview mirror. Current spot prices were $3 to $2 under Class.

     Last year, during week 32, prices were $5 to $2 under, while in 2019, prices were Class III

     to $1.75 over Class. Cheesemakers have begun using more nonfat dry milk (NDM) to fortify,

     now that spot milk excesses are shorter than in previous weeks. Cream is slowly tightening

     up, particularly for butter makers. Multiples are increasing on the bottom of the range.

     Crop conditions vary widely in the region. One area of particular interest is the Northern

     Plains, where soil moisture, or lack thereof, remains a concern. Some regular rainfall in

     the past week has helped alleviate some concerns of corn/small grain farmers in the upper

     Midwest. Still, one area can vary from the next and even one field can vary from its

     neighbor, according to contacts in the region.

     Price Range - Class III Milk; $/CWT; Spot Basis:   -3.00 -  -2.00

     Trade Activity: Slow

     Midwestern U.S., F.O.B. Cream

     Multiples Range - All Classes:               1.2500 - 1.3400

     Price Range - Class II; $/LB Butterfat:      2.1392 - 2.2050

     Multiples Range - Class II:                  1.3000 - 1.3400
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     Additional Dairy Market News Information:

     Dairy Market News (DMN) by Phone: (608)422-8602

     DMN Website: https://www.ams.usda.gov/market-news/dairy

     DMN MARS (My Market News): https://mymarketnews.ams.usda.gov


